
EXHIBIT HALL GUIDELINES 
Office Staff and Awards:   Sharon Jirges (503) 792-4488 

 
Exhibit Hall Guidelines 
 

1. All 4-H’ers entering in exhibit hall classes must be enrolled in 4-H by April 1st. 
2. Each 4-H’er making an exhibit hall entry will sit with the judge and talk about 
their exhibit.  
3. Interview judging is an important tool for the 4-H’er to learn about their 
project, and an opportunity for the judge to gauge the member’s skill and 
determine how much help they had with their project. Unless the exhibitor has 
been notified of a specific judging time, exhibits will be interview judged in the 
order they are received. If a 4-H’er is unable to participate in interview judging 
the exhibit may still be entered, but a letter needs to be included explaining how 
they completed their project.   
4. Classes with a plus or minus are county only classes. This means that the class 
does not advance on to State Fair. 
5. 4-H’ers are encouraged to participate in as many opportunities as possible. 
6. Special Awards will be given a SPECIAL Sticker. Check back during fair to see if 
you have received an award 
7. Thank you notes to be written by all award winners before they receive their 
award. 
 

2018 Marion County Fair Exhibit Hall Judging & Judging Process Reminders 
 

A couple of reminders as you do final preparations of your exhibits for the 
Marion County Fair.   Most static exhibits (non-animal exhibits) are judged on 
TUESDAY, July 10 at the 4-H Exhibit Building on the State Fairgrounds.  Exhibits 
are judged between 12 pm-6 pm. Please refer to the Fair schedule for specific 
times of some contests/exhibits.  
Preparing your exhibit:  Before you bring your static exhibit to the fairgrounds, 
please do three things: 
 
1) Read over the project area section within the fair book and insure that your 
project meets exhibit guidelines, e.g. number of flowers, size of education 
display, number of cookies to bring, etc.  
 
2) Provide identification and explanation cards of your exhibit. Most exhibits 
require some kind of explanation card to accompany the exhibit that provides 



more details about the exhibit. These cards are available for download on the 
website, and are available in the Extension Office, and must be completed prior 
to judging of exhibits.  
 
3) All exhibits need to be permanently or semi-permanently labeled with 
members name, county, and class number.  This allows exhibits, which may get 
separated from their exhibit tag, to be returned to appropriate owner. 
 
Upon Arrival:  Park in the parking lot behind the 4-H Exhibit Building. Enter 
through the doors at the back of the building (Silverton Road Entrance) and 
check in at the check-in table. 
 
Judging Process:  Once you have checked in, members will be asked to go to the 
appropriate project area and wait for an interview with the judge.  This short 
interview will allow the judge to hear from the member the exhibit and provide 
some feedback to the member.  This process will be repeated with all member 
exhibits. 
 
Exhibit display and pick up:  Exhibits will be on display for the entire fair.  
Members and/or designated family members, are to pick up the exhibits at 6:00 
pm on Sunday, July 15 at the Exhibit Hall. You will not be allowed to drive onto 
the grounds, please park in the lot behind the exhibit building. 
 
State Fair Qualifying exhibits:  At the end of the judging day, the judge will 
determine which exhibits qualify to go on and be exhibited at State Fair. If your 
exhibit qualifies for state fair, you will see a State Fair “Sticker” on your exhibit 
tag.  These state fair qualifying exhibits than need to be brought back to the OSU 
Extension office on Monday, August 20 from 8 am - 7 pm or Tuesday, August 21,  
7-8:30 am.  All Marion County qualifying exhibits will then be transferred over to 
the fairgrounds to be judged and displayed for State Fair. If questions, contact 
Melanie McCabe, OSU Extension Marion County 4-H Faculty at 541-974-1158 
 


